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Managing Stress:
Cortisol and You

K

nowledge of the physical
responses to stress can help
you intervene sooner. They
include headaches, sleep disturbances, cuts that do not heal well,
eyelid twitching, fatigue, catching
colds easily, craving sweets, diarrhea, constipation, abdominal
cramps, panic feelings and undefined fears, sudden feelings of
sadness, forgetfulness, and weight gain. Cortisol—the natural
stress response/fat storage hormone—is the culprit in chronic
stress. It is emitted by adrenal glands that sit atop your kidneys.
You can reduce cortisol release with sleep and exercise. Black
tea, massage, laughter, and even chewing gum can have a reduction effect. Talk to your doctor about physical symptoms that
linger for any reason, because there may be other causes.
Check out the latest book on stress management—The Adrenal
Reset Diet by Alan Christianson,
NMD, and Sara Gottfried, MD.

Why Men Don’t
Seek Help

H

elp-seeking behavior is less
often observed in men than in
women. Research points to
perceived vulnerability, fear, and
denial as the reasons for this. Other
barriers include men’s stronger belief in immunity and immortality, and their difficulty relinquishing control. Some men view
seeking help as unacceptable. Men are also less interested in
preventive health care. June is Male Health Awareness Month,
and if the above sounds like you, consider arranging that top-to
-bottom physical you have been putting off, or that appointment
to get the “bump” looked at by your doctor.

Shift Workers and
Health
Burdens

ZZZZZ

S

hift workers have
a “metabolic health
burden” to manage
because their schedules often conflict with their need for
proper sleep and eating, and the demands of everyday living.
This contributes to the tendency for shift workers to be overweight relative to their daytime counterparts. Managing wellness is a skill for shift workers to prevent illnesses like diabetes. Do you feel fine with four to five hours of sleep as a shift
worker? This does not indicate that you require less to get by.
Talk to your doctor and seek guidance on how to get more
sleep.
Source: www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus (search “152606”)

Slips, Falls, and
Summer
Safety

S

lips and falls are the
most common types of
accidents with injury—
over 38 million incidents
worldwide each year. For
every 100,000 people, ten
will die from a fall. Knowing what causes slips and falls can
help you prevent them—cluttered floors, loose floorboards,
defective sidewalks, parking lot potholes, poorly constructed
staircases, torn carpeting, recently mopped or waxed floors,
poor weather conditions (ice, sleet, rain), improper training or
technique when climbing or walking in hazardous areas or
pathways, improper monitoring or assisting of elderly or disabled patients, and unsuitable footwear. Be mindful of these
perils and you will reduce falls.

Source: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed (Search “9934383”)
Information in FrontLine Employee is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to replace the counsel or advice of a qualified health or legal professional. For further help, questions, or referral to community
resources for specific problems or personal concerns, contact a qualified professional. Add “http://” to source links to follow. Link titles are always case sensitive.
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Helping Teens
with
Relationship
Breakups

Salvia:
Another
Drug of
Abuse

ixty percent of high
school students plan to break up with their current boyfriend or
girlfriend when they leave for college. Clearly a lot of broken
hearts are in store this summer. Teens now face additional challenges in relationship breakups—smartphones, chat, Facebook, and
texting. These exacerbate and prolong distress, grief, and anxiety,
and interfere with thinking about the relationship’s end and experiencing closure. Encourage your teen to talk with you or a trusted
friend about his or her experience to deal with breakup blues. Help
him or her see the connection between instant communications and
prolonged grief and disrupted closure. Discourage self-blame for the
breakup, exaggerating one’s faults, or other negative self-talk like, “I
deserve this.” Remind your child of his or her good qualities and
avoid the “I told you so” to reinforce your approachability as a
source of reliable support in the future. Encourage sleep, healthy
foods, and exercise. Help your teen shift time and energy to positive
behaviors—things he or she enjoys. This idea of dual-tracking, or
participating in positive behaviors while simultaneously thinking
about what happened, will ensure positive change. You are the parent, so trust your gut. If the blues linger or you become worried
about your child’s mental health, speak to a professional counselor.

alvia (Salvia divinorum) is a plant native to the
region of Oaxaca, Mexico. It is sold on the Internet
as a powerful hallucinogenic drug, but it is illegal in
only 21 states. Usually smoked, Salvia creates an “out of
body experience,” making it dangerous and unpredictable, and rendering the user utterly out of control of their
behavior and decisions. Salvia is used mostly by young
people ages 12 to 25. If you are a concerned parent, supervise your children, know who their friends are, and
monitor their whereabouts. Talk to older teens about the
dangers of Salvia and abuse of any drug, including alcohol. Signs of Salvia use may include drug paraphernalia,
Internet purchases, or small butane torches used for
burning the substance in a pipe. A YouTube search will
show the vivid dangers of this drug.

S

Source: www.stageoflife.com (Click “teen trends”)

Social Success
at Summer
Parties

D

oes meeting new people and
mingling at a summer party make
you nervous? It is normal to feel
nervous meeting new people, but try
beating social anxiety with these tips:
Before going to an event, practice positive self-talk—imagine
people being happy to meet you; talk to the mirror and practice engaging. This will build a positive mind-set. This practice is no different from people rehearsing a speech six times or actors getting into
their character before going on stage. It works, and others will
sense your energy and engage with you. Reduced anxiety will allow
the real you to come through. Also, go a bit early. There will be fewer people present, and you are less likely to feel anxiety than you
may as a latecomer. Remember the words—what, how, when, who,
which, and why. Use these to keep a conversation going rather than
experience the awful silence as you wonder, “Now what do I say?”

S

Source: www.dea.gov

Don’t Lose
Your Stuff
on Vacation!

L

osing your camera,
iPhone, Kindle, or
wallet on vacation
can be a bummer. Create habits for managing
specific items like these
to reduce the risk of misplacing or forgetting them.
For example, if the safest
place for your airline
boarding pass is in your
wallet, put it there always, not in a shirt or pants pocket
where it can intermingle with other items or be dislodged.
Mutually agree to quiz your traveling partner to prevent
leaving things behind. When leaving a hotel room, dining
area, or waiting area, look, point, and say when scanning
the area, “Nothing here.” This technique uses three methods—hearing, seeing, and pointing—to catch your overlooked items virtually every time. Of course, keep an eye
on your belongings. The most common crime of opportunity during travel is stealing property unguarded by its
owner.
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Boundaries
Submitted by: Danielle McFadyen
Professional Psychologists & Counsellors
118 College Drive
www.peopleproblems.ca 306-664-0000
I have noticed that many people who come to counselling tend to have something in common –
they are used to putting themselves on the backburner. That is they tend to put others wants and
needs before their own. Think for a moment of the last time you were on an airplane (bear with
me). When they give the safety talk and say oxygen masks will come from the roof if the cabin
loses pressure, the flight attendants always stress to put your own oxygen on before assisting
others. Why is this? Because you can’t help anyone else unless you help yourself first. For
some, this is a difficult concept to grasp as we are often told it is selfish to put ourselves first.
Once clients understand that in order to effectively help others, they need to properly care for
themselves, many stresses seems a whole lot more manageable. Such is the power of setting
clear boundaries.
How are self-care and boundaries related? Well, sometimes when a person is more focused on
the needs of others rather than their own, they can be taken advantage of. Friends and family
become used to dealing with a ‘yes’ person – that is they know that if they make a request of
them, it will likely get done. In defense of the family and friends, often they are not aware that
they are doing this, this is just how they have become accustomed to dealing with their loved
one.
In order for a ‘yes’ person to start focusing on themselves, they can’t be at everyone’s beck and
call. Byron Katie has a book titled “Loving What Is” and she references that there are three
kinds of business in the world; mine, yours, and Gods. My business is everything that I can
control, my thoughts, decisions, and actions. Likewise, your pile is everything that you are responsible for. God’s business (or whatever terminology you prefer) are things no one controls,
like the weather. We can worry all we want whether or not it’s going to snow, but it doesn’t
change the outcome. Personally, I think of the business Katie references as piles because piles
can be easily visualized.
Now, we can bring on a lot of stress into our life when we should be focused on our pile, but
we tiptoe into somebody else’s pile. Also, sometimes people don’t want to be responsible for
their pile, so they may try to dump it on us. Often when working with clients on boundaries, I
share this idea and encourage them to think about whose pile they are in.
This concept allows many clients to remove themselves from other people’s business or boot
someone out of theirs, without feeling guilty. This doesn’t mean that you can never help someone out, it simply distinguish between doing a favour and becoming involved with things that
you are not responsible for. Trust in yourself to be responsible for your pile and trust in your
family and friends to be responsible for theirs.
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The next EFAP Peer Advisor meeting - June 18, 2015 at 1:00
at Rusty McDonald Library (Speaker - Kyle Schwartz —Topic—
Anxiety)
The next EFAP Admin meeting - TBD at 1:30 at the EFAP Office
The next EFAP Board of Directors meeting - June 18, 2015 at
2:30 at Saskatoon Light & Power (322 Brand Road)

EFAP Board of Directors Meetings for Remainder of 2015:
June 18, 2015

September 17, 2015

December 17, 2015

Peer Advisor Meetings for Remainder of 2015:
June 10 (Deanna/Brenda)
July 8 (Maria/Barb)
August 12 (no meeting)
September 9 *
October 14 (Tanner/Megan/Jon)
November 11 (no mtg)
December 9 (Maria)
*Peer Advisor planners required for the month September.

To access counselling services, please call the counselling agency
directly to book your appointment. The contracted agencies are:
Broadway Counselling & Therapy— 306-653-3232
Crossroads Therapeutic Solutions— 306-665-6661
Family Counselling Centre— 306-652-3121
Penney Murphy & Associates— 306-242-1010
Professional Counselling and Associates— 306-934-5898
Professional Psychologists and Counsellors—306-664-0000
If you have any questions or would like Maria to recommend a counsellor
please call the EFAP office at 306-975-3327

